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Dear Mines Students, Alumni, and Guests,
E-Days, a tradition unlike any other. While Mines has
changed tremendously over the years, the one thing
that connects every oredigger is E-Days. It is the
first thing you hear about as an incoming student,
and the final event seniors look forward to before
graduation. The thought of E-Days can often propel
you through late nights in the library. A week where
athletes, greeks, sci-fi nerds and 4.0 students come
together and celebrate as Orediggers. This weekend,
every student and alumnus has a reason to hold their
head a little higher and remember all of the wonderful memories made at Mines. PreHistorE-Days is sure
to make memories that last a lifetime.
While I am honored to act as the figure head for
E-Days, the true glory does not belong to me. This
incredible event would not be possible without all
of the hard work from the Mines Activities Council,
student volunteers, and our amazing professional
staff. They are the ones who have gone above and
beyond my expectations and who have set the stage
for what should be one of the best E-Days ever! Also,
thank you to Fast Enterprises, Newmont, Shell, BP,
ExxonMobil, ArcelorMittal, and GH Phipps for participating as corporate sponsors. Your support allows
us to continually push E-Days to new levels. I am
also thankful for every student who joined an E-Days
committee. We had over 80 committee members
this year and each and every one of them played a
vital role in the planning and execution of E-Days.
From the bottom of my heart, I would like to give
special thanks to the committee heads. Cassidy
Steen, Lauren Wilson, Samara Omar, Victoria Martinez-Vivot, Molly Clark, Meagan Lundgren, Mitchell
Hopper, Will Thieme, Travis Sisco, Michael Maxwell,
and Madi Northrup. I am humbled by their outstanding leadership, passion, and creativity. Each one of
them has sacrificed a lot of time to lead and coordinate one of the major elements of E-Days. I would
also like to thank my incredible advisors who have
guided me through this entire experience. Without
Kelsi Streich, Jenn Mazzotta, Jenny Nichols, and
Isabelle Jeffries, E-Days would not be possible. They
have sacrificed so much to ensure that E-days is

successful, and have provided me more support than I
could ever ask for. This letter can only begin to express
my gratitude for everyone involved with E-Days, but I
am truly thankful from everything they have done for
me and for Mines.
PreHistorE-Days is finally here, and thanks to everyone’s hard work it is going to be an E-Days for the
History books. I wish everyone a fun, safe, and memorable E-Days.
Happy PreHistorE-Days,
Matt Ryan

PreHistorE-Days / History of E-Days
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E-Days. Just the mention of it brings the spark back to a Mines student’s eye. The mere thought of E-Days
can brighten the dimmest study session. Engineering Days is the biggest celebration at the Colorado School
of Mines. For those who have yet to discover this unique event, E-Days is a weekend where every Mines
student learns what is so special about being an Oredigger.
For the last 83 years, this annual celebration has continually grown. Beginning in 1927 as a career fair and a
chance for students to show off their engineering skills, E-Days stands as a commemoration of what makes
this Institution so special.
This celebration is a time to come together as a school as we salute the traditions of the past, make new
memories, and rejoice in having survived another year at Mines.
Now it is time to forget about homework and exams, put down the calculator, leave the computer lab, and
enjoy E-Days 2017!

PreHistorE-Days/ Letter From Coors & USG
Happy 2017 E-Days!
We, at the Coors Brewery Tour, love supporting and celebrating your education and the upcoming 2017
Pre HistorE-Days! We welcome you to Coors Lab and ask for your support by following a few simple guidelines when visiting us:
t
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:PVNVTUCFPSPMEFSUPTBNQMFPVSQSPEVDUT
:PVNVTUIBWFBWBMJEHPWFSONFOUJTTVFE*%
8FNVTUCFBCMFUPTFFZPVSGBDF TPQMFBTFOPGBDFQBJOUPSNBTLT
1MFBTFEPOPUDPOTVNFBMDPIPMQSJPSUPWJTJUJOHVT
/PTIBSJOHPGZPVSTBNQMFT
1MFBTFWJTJUVTPOMZYEBZ
'PSZPVSTBGFUZ QMFBTFVTFPVSDSPTTXBMLT

We hope you understand this is our business, and if we are to continue opening the brewery for Coors Lab
and all other tours, we ask that you respect these guidelines. We look forward to seeing you this year and
enjoy our products responsibly!
Thanks and Cheers,
Lisa A. Knipp, Guest Relations Manager

<><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><>
Students,
As E-Days draws near, we need to remember to respect our community including the businesses and the
people in that community. With that said, if and when you go to the Coors Brewery this weekend please
remember to respect the guidelines.
Coors Lab is a privilege and we need to respect the rules and the other individuals and families that attend.
Coors welcomes us to come and enjoy the tasting room this weekend.
Have fun this weekend and be responsible,
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Alpha Traz

Poker Tournament

10AM-4PM
Wednesday, April 19

6PM - 11PM
Wednesday, April 19

Join the ladies of Alpha Phi for their Sixth
Annual Philanthropy Event. Members of
the Golden and Mines Community are
booked in jail on the IM Fields! Each
‘prisoner’ is held until their bail is posted.
All of the money raised goes to the
Alpha Phi Foundation for womens’ heart
health. There will also be fun games,
food, and music!

The E-Days Poker Tournament is a very
relaxed, self-dealt style of poker that
includes new players to old pros. Those
who are successful in winning their
table will move on to the Finals Table on
Thursday night during Casino Night and
compete for some fantastic prizes!

Sponsored by:

Sponsored by:
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Comedian

Casino Night

Mr. Big Digger

6:30PM - 8:00PM
Thursday, April 20

8:30PM - 11:30PM
Thursday, April 20

8:45PM - 10:00PM
Thursday, April 20

Fahim Anwar is a Los Angeles-based
standup comedian, actor and writer.
Formerly an aerospace engineer at
Boeing, Fahim traded the cubicle for the
stage and has never looked back. His
parents however pleaded with him to
look back nearly every day. “Is comedy
worth throwing your life away for?”
Fahim says, yes!

The Residence Hall Association hosts
the annual Casino Night. There will be
music, refreshments, food, and games-aplenty! Try your luck at poker, blackjack,
craps, or even roulette. For those wary of
the wallet, you won’t be gambling real
money! Win and watch your pile grow.
At the end of the night, exchange your
chips for drawing tickets, and enter to
win a wide variety of prizes

In a school with 76% male students,
what is better than a male beauty
pageant? Sigma Kappa is hosting the
Mr. Big Digger beauty pageant. The
gentlemen will participate in categories
involving Evening Wear, Swimsuits,
Talent, and Interviews. It’s a show you’re
not soon to forget! Who will be Mr. Big
Digger 2017?

Sponsored by:

Sponsored by:

Sponsored by:
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Ore Cart Pull

Tesla Coil Demo

7:30AM - 12PM
Friday, April 21

1:30PM - 2:30PM
Friday, April 21

One of the most traditional E-Days
experiences is the Ore Cart Pull to
Denver. Students (and Blaster) make
the 7.5 mile hike down Colfax where
President Johnson will declare the
83nd annual E-Days! You can grab free
breakfast burritos and t-shirts before
starting the trek.

An electric half-hour showcasing
the awesome powers of Tesla
coils. The IEEE chapter on campus
puts on this shocking event that
showcases the E in E-Days.

Sponsored by:

Sponsored by:
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Field Day

Friday Night Event

2:30PM - 5:00PM
Friday, April 21

6:30PM-9:30PM
Friday, April 21

Come experience the annual Field Day
events! Field Day will include about 10
events from E-Days past, including bit
toss, hot wing eating contests, gold
panning, sweet sawing, and more! With
individual and team competitions, the
ten person team with the highest score
wins! Great food will be provided by
local companies. Compete in events that
have stood the test of time!

This Fridays Night Event is a combination
of music and special effects embracing
the theme, PreHistorE-Days. The
event will include student DJ’s and a
prossional, DJ Spin.

Sponsored by:

Sponsored by:
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Car Show

Cardboard Boat Race

Carnival

9AM - 1PM
Saturday, April 22

9AM - 12PM
Saturday, April 22

12PM - 3PM
Saturday, April 22

The Annual E-Days Car Show
is presented by the Society of
Automotive Engineers and the
Racing Club. Registration is open to
the public and the show will feature
trophies and door prizes! Come
check out the shiniest, fastest, and
most eye-catching cars in Golden
and enjoy local food trucks!

Do you have what it takes to brave the
ice-cold waters of Clear Creek with
nothing but cardboard and duct tape?
The annual Cardboard Boat Race is a test
of ingenuity and might. Join us Saturday
morning as teams test their vessels
against the rapids!

Join us at the carnival on Saturday for an
afternoon featuring many favorites like
the obstacle course, human bowling,
and more. Don’t forget to check out the
club-run carnival games. Come hungry
and enjoy the mountains of food,
carnival snacks, and beverages!

Sponsored by:

Sponsored by:
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Concert

Fireworks

7PM-9:30PM
Saturday, April 22
IM Field

Approx. 9:30PM
Saturday, April 22

David Andrew Burd, better known by his stage name Lil
Dicky or LD, is an American rapper and comedian. He came
to prominence with the release of the music video “ExBoyfriend”, which went viral with more than one million
views on YouTube in 24 hours. He released his debut album
Professional Rapper on July 31, 2015.

Watch the night sky explode into a
vibrant display only fit for E-Days. This
traditional display has been a crowd
favorite for years. Join us immediately
after the concert for what is sure to be an
unforgettable experience!

Sponsored by:

Sponsored by:
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Progress to a new era with Fast Enterprises!

What do you call it when a
dinosaur gets in a car accident?
A Tyrannasaurus Wreck!

We’re always
hiring Mines students!
®

FastEnterprises.com

PreHistorE-Days/ Sponsors

IN SEARCH OF
THE ADVENTUROUS

IN SEARCH OF REMARKABLE ENGINEERS
To be truly adventurous is a remarkable quality. After all, how many people
are really prepared to explore new ideas, opportunities and experiences?
At Shell, right now, we’re in search of remarkable, adventurous interns and
graduates to join our pioneering work on some of the most innovative
engineering projects in the world.
Discover the opportunities
at www.shell.us/students
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HAPPY
!
days
E-

INSPIRE

LEAD

DELIVER

A true mainstay in Colorado and
Wyoming construction. We focus
on building the best of our people,
clients, subcontractors, vendors and
communities!

GH Phipps Construction Companies

1.877.5PHIPPS $"""

“

My Colorado School of Mines education pushed me and
developed my highly technical problem solving ability. My
background in engineering helps me better understand
design intent and helps me better tailor my questions and
get the answers needed to properly build the structure.
– James, class of 2012

$ $   $ $  
#$$!$#$ #

PreHistorE-Days / Sponsors

“I don’t follow
a career path;
I define it.”
Mary’s perspective on growth

Opportunities in engineering, science,
business and trading
Upstream, Downstream, are other jobs too mainstream?
Make up your own mind. See how a career at BP can
help you grow, challenge and question every day.
bp.com/uscampus
Search BP Careers
BP is an Equal Opportunities Employer
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We believe in creating value and improving lives through sustainable and responsible mining.
As one of the world’s leading gold producers, Newmont is continually searching for talented
and committed people who can help make our business safe, profitable and responsible.

www.newmont.com
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Follow ArcelorMittal USA
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PreHistorE-Days / E-Days Engineers

Mitchell Hopper

Metallurgical and Materials Engineering
Goodyear, Arizona
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What has been your biggest accomplishment at this school
and why?
No single thing really fits the bill, but I’m proudest of all the
little things thatcame together: the friends I’ve made, things
I’ve learned, and the person that I’ve become. Mines gave me
the opportunity to grow into myself and expand out into new
territories.
What are you most excited to do after graduation?
I’m really excited to come back as an alumnus for homecoming. I was able to be part of MAC as it grew homecoming and
tailgates into something spectacular, and can’t wait to see
where it grows.
Where do you see yourself in 10 years?
Ideally I’d love to be back in Colorado doing research and
development in biomaterials. I love the Colorado culture, and
there’s nothing about it I would change.

What clubs and activities are you currently involved in?
I am currently co-Publicity Chair on MAC, Senior Class President, a Lead PeerMentor, a chair for E-Days Publicity (I made the logo this year!), and I do
undergraduate research with the Nanostructured Materials Research Team.
What is your best job experience or internship story you have?
As part of the Nanostructured Materials Research Team on campus, I’ve been
able to be part of a research process, from synthesis to characterization. It
really helped me find my passion and where I want to be in the future.
Who is your favorite Professor and why?
While I genuinely enjoy and respect all professors in my major, Dr. Bourne has
been instrumental in my development as a student, and has encouraged me
to go on to graduate school.
What has been your favorite memory of E-days?
Every year I have been a member of the E-Days committee, and this, to me,
has been an integral part of my college experience. From the weekly meeting
and hours of work to meeting the headliner and being backstage, I’ve enjoyed
every moment of it.
What will you miss most about Mines and why?
I’ll miss being surrounded by people with similar interests and class workloads. There are few other places where a joke about Luders Bands will be
as well received, or where people can be opinionated about whether steel,
non-ferrous alloys, or ceramics are the most interesting materials.
What advice would you give to future or current Mines students?
Be passionate. I could never be as involved if I didn’t love what I did or who I
was surrounded by.
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Alberto Dominguez
Electrical Engineering and Computer Science

Wray, CO

What clubs and activities are you currently involved in?
Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers – Treasurer
What is your best job experience or internship story you have?
My best experience was tutoring at Red Rocks Community College. Having
had the opportunity to help students develop their mathematical skills was an
incredibly rewarding experience.
Who is your favorite Professor and why?
Dr. Claussen – It is apparent that she cares about her students’ learning, which
I believe is an excellent characteristic in a professor.
What has been your favorite memory of E-days?
I would have to say my favorite E-days memory is the firework show in 2015.
What will you miss most about Mines and why?
I’ll miss the atmosphere at Mines. Being around so many like-minded people
has been an awesome experience.
What advice would you give to future or current Mines students?
Don’t let school get you down; we’ve all struggled at some point. You only get
to do college once, do your best and have fun!
What has been your biggest accomplishment at this school and why?
I would say the progress I’ve made in my research in optical devices has been
my biggest accomplishment at Mines.

What are you most excited to do after graduation?
I’m excited to have legitamate free time again.
Where do you see yourself in 10 years?
The last 10 years has shown me that it’s hard to know where
I’ll be in 10 years, but if I had it my way I would be teaching or
working towards an advanced degree.
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Alan Foster III

Geology and Geological Engineering
Walnut Creek, CA

What has been your favorite memory of E-days?
My favorite of memory of E-Days is undoubtedly the atmosphere on campus. Instead of working diligently through the
night in campus computer labs to complete assignments and
group projects, E-Days embodies a few days where students
can take a break from their hard work and celebrate becoming
engineers. E-Days provides the opportunity for students to
branch out and engage in different activities. E-Days allows
students to grow and blossom in ways that academics does
not permit.
What will you miss most about Mines and why?
Although I am sticking around for graduate school in the HSE
Program here at Mines, I will definitely miss the people that
I won’t get to see every day anymore. This group includes all
of my close friends that I live with in addition to the faculty of
the Geology and Geological Engineering Department.
What advice would you give to future or current Mines students?
My advice to future or current Mines students is to keep working hard no matter what challenge is thrown in your path. This
school will challenge you academically to limits you did not
even think was possible. Failure is inevitable, but if you fight
through your failures and learn from them, then you will be
successful.

What clubs and activities are you currently involved in?
I am currently involved in a hydrology research group funded by the NSF and
the Geology and Geological Engineering Department, the Mines chapter
of AEG (Association of Environmental and Engineering Geologists), and the
Men’s Club Soccer team. I am also an active member of the Geological Society
of America, American Institute of Professional Geologists, and the National
Ground Water Association.
What is your best job experience or internship story you have?
My best job experience began during my junior year at Mines. While enjoying all of the material in my coursework, I was granted an opportunity that
would not only change my life, but help solidify my decision to pursue a
graduate degree. I was granted the privilege to become a part of a hydrology
research team at Mines. Not only did I get to work with doctorate and master’s
students, but I also conducted my own experimental research as an undergraduate. Working with Dr. Kamini Singha has helped show me my potential
to achieve in the realm of research and make steps forward to accomplishing
my life goal of making a scientific breakthrough in contaminant transport.
Who is your favorite Professor and why?
My favorite professor is Dr. Kamini Singha, a faculty member in the Geology
and Geological Engineering Department and the Hydrologic Science and Engineering Program. Dr. Singha has had an impact on me that has been unparalleled by any other professor I have had at Mines. Her commitment to sharing
her immense knowledge on groundwater engineering problem solving is
displayed through her engaging and passionate lectures in addition to all the
outside help she offers. Dr. Singha not only cares about us as students, but
she cares about us as people too. You could approach her with dilemmas from
outside of her course and she would do her best to help. Dr. Singha’s inspiring
and effective teaching methodologies in addition to her substantial positive
impact on me is why she is my favorite professor at Mines.

What has been your biggest accomplishment at this school
and why?
My biggest accomplishment at Mines is definitely being be
accepted into the thesis master’s program in the HSE Program.
I have the privilege to work with one of the most talented
geoscientists in the field of hydrology, Dr. Kamini Singha.
What are you most excited to do after graduation?
I am most excited to begin working on my thesis with the
Hydrologic Science and Engineering Program at Mines. I am
pursuing a master’s degree in the field of hydrology. My life
goal is to positively impact the field through creating some
sort of new science that allows for contamination transport in
natural systems to be more accurately modeled.
Where do you see yourself in 10 years?
In 10 years I see myself as either a professor at a university
(maybe Mines!) teaching groundwater courses and performing groundwater contamination transport research or
working at the USGS (United States Geological Survey) or
some other government organization that will allow me the
opportunity to pursue research.

PreHistorE-Days / E-Days Engineers

Briana Burns
Chemistry
Houston, TX
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What are you most excited to do after graduation?
I’m excited to go into a field that I’m really passionate about. I
will finally get to use the years of school to do something that
matters.
Where do you see yourself in 10 years?
Winning the Nobel Prize in medicine for finding the cure to
Type I Diabetes.

What clubs and activities are you currently involved in?
Varsity swim team, American Chemical Society
What is your best job experience or internship story you have?
My best job experience was an internship at Texan Children’s Hospital in the
Department of Human Immunobiology because I was able to find a job that
I truly loved to do. It gave me a reason to keep working hard in school to one
day be able to pursue a career in the field.
Who is your favorite Professor and why?
Dr. Posewitz because he is very passionate about what he teaches and wants
his students to love the subject as much as he does.
What has been your favorite memory of Edays?
The fireworks are always my favorite part of E-Days. They are always so impressive, but even more than that, they make me reflect on the fun times I’ve had
here at Mines and all the fun times to come.
What will you miss most about Mines and why?
I will miss the swim team because they have been such a great group of
friends and a support system. Nothing will be able to replace the bond that
comes from being part of a team like that.
What advice would you give to future or current Mines students?
As discouraged as you might feel while at Mines, you’re still ahead of everyone
else. Mines conditions you to be the best in any field you go in to. This experience involves failing and feeling unintelligent sometimes, but when you get
to the real world, you will be prepared for anything.
What has been your biggest accomplishment at this school and why?
Getting a 100 on my Phys II final to get a B in the class because so much work
went into it, and it was a miracle. I became a beacon of hope for the rest of my
classes.
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Casey Derosa
Mechanical Engineering
Colorado Springs

What clubs and activities are you currently involved in?
I am currently the Vice President and previous Social Chair of the Society of
Asian Scientist and Engineers (SASE) as an entity of the Multicultural Engineering Program (MEP), the Chassis Design Lead and Shop Manager for the Formula SAE competition team, and the Projects Manager and previous Treasurer of
the Maker Society.
What is your best job experience or internship story you have?
Working as a TA and in the machine shop has been enjoyable teaching others
and has given me great experience with the equipment, manufacturing processes and techniques, and importance for good design and machinability.
Who is your favorite Professor and why?
A few come to mind, but would say Dr. Amaro because he teaches to real
world experiences as an engineer and provides a challenging learning environment.
What will you miss most about Mines and why?
All the homework, not sure what to do with all this free time.
What advice would you give to future or current Mines students?
Time management and efficient studying has been the most beneficial to
accomplishing goals and completing assignments on time. As well as using all
the resources available including tutors, asking a lot of questions, and getting
to know your professors. A lot of homework can be more overwhelming if
procrastination occurs.

What has been your biggest accomplishment at this school and why?
My biggest accomplishment at Mines is making it this far. Building a set of
technical and life skills has prepared me to a life long learner and capable of

achieving anything with hard work and dedication.
What are you most excited to do after graduation?
I would say using my education and beginning to make a
difference in the world, one way or another.
Where do you see yourself in 10 years?
10 years seems like a long time, but see myself as a successful
engineer, hopefully running my own business, building on all
life’s experiences, and enjoying everyday I have been given…
life is short.

PreHistorE-Days/ E-Days Engineers

David D. Schmidt
Engineering Physics
Parker, CO

What clubs and activities are you currently involved in?
I am currently the president of the physics honor society, Sigma Pi Sigma. I am also the
treasurer for the Society of Physics Students.
What is your best job experience or internship story you have?
One summer I worked in Vermont for IBM. It was a great experience moving to another
state and working for a large company. It was also interesting since the section of IBM
I worked for was sold during my time there, so I actually worked for 2 companies that
summer.
Who is your favorite professor at mines?
Dr. Charles Durfee. He has been a fantastic guide into the realm of optics. He is an extremely talented scientist and I have already learned so much from him.
What has been your favorite memory of E-Days?
Freshman year E-days. The whole idea of a whole weekend celebrating engineering was
a lot of fun. I remember watching the cardboard boat races and the tesla coil demo and
having loads of fun at poker night.
What will you miss most about Mines?
I will miss the community of mines. It is great to be able to walk around campus and talk
to almost everyone about math and science. I also will miss how nerdy the community
is.
What advice would you give to future or current Mines Students?
Make sure to take time for yourself. Doing schoolwork all day and night will really drag
you down.
What has been your biggest accomplishment at this school and why?
I must say my biggest accomplishment was working with a colleague at a nearby company to publish a paper. We were asked to help with a project and ended up getting
published in optics express.
What are your most excited to do after graduation?
Come back for graduate school.
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Where do you see yourself in 10 years?
I either see myself as a project manager for a laser consulting firm or
in a post-doc position working on fundamental laser research.
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Eric Hale

Chemical and Bilogical Engineering
Colorado Springs, CO

What has been your favorite memory of E-days?
Last year, I volunteered with Tau Beta Pi to help with the
E-Days cardboard boat race and somehow got roped into
pulling the soggy cardboard out of the creek when teams
finished. It was fun to see the reactions of the people finishing
the race. Most contestants were just excited to be done and
hop out of the extremely cold water. It was a neat experience
helping with the race because it is such a hilariously fun and
enjoyable event loved by the Mines and Golden community.
What will you miss most about Mines and why?
I am going to miss the Mines pride that so many students and
faculty have here. We have so many unique traditions and
“quirky” things that makes Mines “Mines”, and when I leave
I am going to miss it. I am going to do the Engineering and
Technology Management masters degree in the business department next year, so I don’t have to completely say goodbye
yet!
What advice would you give to future or current Mines students?
Three things:
Get involved on campus with a club or organization. It will
give you an outlet from your school work.
Surround yourself with people who both help and challenge
you. Mines is a hard place but it is so much better when you
tackle it as a team.

What clubs and activities are you currently involved in?
Tau Beta Pi Engineering Honor Society
Undergraduate Research
Club Water Polo
Blue Key Honor Society
AIChE (American Institute of Chemical Engineers)
What is your best job experience or internship story you have?
This past summer I worked for Imerys Corporation (a minerals company) at
their Quincy, Washington diatomaceous earth processing facility and could
not have asked for a better internship. I had a great project, worked around
fantastic people, was exposed to a strong safety culture, and learned what it
was like to work in an industrial environment. Quincy is a tiny, rural agriculture-based town well known for its apple orchards. So, while delicious fresh
fruit was abundant, apartments were not. Imerys provided housing for me
and my Georgia Tech intern colleague at an extended stay hotel in Wenatchee,
Washington about 35 miles away. I was there for 83 nights, got to know all the
hotel employees, and am now a proud Platinum Marriott member with 70,000
points to spend.
Who is your favorite Professor and why?
My favorite professor at Mines is John Jechura in the chemical and biological engineering department. He is an adjunct professor and will be coming
into the department full time next semester. I have taken two of his classes,
refining and natural gas processing, and they are the best classes I have taken
in our department. Jechura’s industrial background allows him to present
academic material through a lens colored with industry experience. He also
emphasizes safety culture in his courses by having students do safety presentations at the beginning of each class period. Jechura always has his office
door open and is willing to speak with students about any questions and is
known to occasionally share some legendary stories from his past. All around
great professor and I am lucky to have had him for two classes.

Focus on being the best person you can be and not just the
best student.
What has been your biggest accomplishment at this school
and why?
It is hard to pin down one “biggest” accomplishment at Mines.
We all do so much every semester both with our classes and
other organizations that I really cannot pick out one singular
accomplishment above all others. One outcome from my time
at Mines that I will always treasure is the number and caliber
of people that I have met while here. I have worked with some
amazing people during my time at Mines and, collectively, we
have accomplished many great things both in and out of the
classroom.
What are you most excited to do after graduation?
I look forward to the Mines ETM program next year and then
beginning my career plus keeping up with my Mines friends’
careers and lives. There are so many amazing people graduating from Mines and I am very excited to see what sort of
future impact they will have on the world.
Where do you see yourself in 10 years?
10 years from now I see myself working with a technical company in a business or managerial role. I have always loved science and technology, but I really want to get into the business
and finance side of a company. I am not sure what industry I
will end up in, but I know that I want to be in a position where
I am able to interface with many different people and know
BCPVUBMMQBSUTPGUIFCVTJOFTToOPUKVTUQSPDFTTDIFNJDBM
engineering.
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What clubs and activities are you currently involved in?
I’m currently an officer for the Society for Women in Mathematics, Equality
Through Awareness, and Teacher Education Alliance. I also write for the Oredigger.
What is your best job experience or internship story you have?
This past August I started in my role as a Colloquium Correspondent for the
AMS department. It’s been such a joy getting to interview professors, PCJ, and
department heads from around campus, and sharing their stories with everyone. Everyone is so interesting.
Who is your favorite Professor and why?
I have so many favourite professors. The Math department is chock full of professors who genuinely want their students to succeed, and so many of them
have taken extra efforts to make sure that I have all the support I need. Paul
Constantine, Gus Greivel, Terry Bridgman, Deb Carney, and Holly Eklund are
just a few of these professors.
What has been your favorite memory of E-days?
.ZGSFTINBOZFBS NZSPPNNBUFTPVMNBUFBOE*SBOBSPVOEUIFIBMMXBZZFMMing “E-DAYS!” and then fell asleep watching ‘Goblins’.
What will you miss most about Mines and why?
I’ll most miss the supportive community within the AMS department. I have
found a family amongst my peers and professors, and can’t imagine where I’d
be without their encouragement and unconditional support.
What advice would you give to future or current Mines students?
Find a community. If you don’t think you can find one, create one through
shared vulnerability. The support of a family makes everything possible.
What has been your biggest accomplishment at this school and why?
I faced a lot of adversity my sophomore year here, and got through it with the
help of my friends and family. Now I’m graduating!
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What are you most excited to do after graduation?
I’m most excited to continue to learn mathematics and share
it with those around me. I’m also excited to have more free
time to rediscover my other hobbies and passions!
Where do you see yourself in 10 years?
In 10 years I hope to have my PhD and be teaching mathematics at either the university-level or the high-school level.
Maybe I am doing research and getting a Fields Medal. Maybe.
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What advice would you give to future or current Mines students?
I would tell any prospective students or younger students
to practice being mindful of things as they are happening,
because there will be a time in your senior year when you realize that you have two months left before you graduate and
disperse to all corners of the world and you’ll never get back
what you had when you were at Mines. So just keep in mind
all of the good times you’re having and to enjoy them while
they’re happening.
What has been your biggest accomplishment at this school
and why?
I guess my biggest accomplishment at Mines is what I’ve
learned academically. Which sounds kind of trivial at first, but
I’d say that there isn’t anything more important to me than the
foundation of knowledge I’ve built here that I’m going to use
in my future.
What are you most excited to do after graduation?
I’m most excited to do a little travelling in the next few years
while I’m still young and not tied down by any obligations. I
want to see some neat places.
Where do you see yourself in 10 years?
I see myself returning to school for a law degree to advance
my career to a new stage. Although in reality, plans change so
often and life happens in unexpected ways, so who knows? All
we can do is make a plan and see where everything goes.

What clubs and activities are you currently involved in?
I’m the vice president for the Society for Mining, Metallurgy, and Exploration.
I also participate in the club handball group. I’m also a member of Tau Beta Pi
here on campus.
What is your best job experience or internship story you have?
In the summer of 2015 I was doing an internship in south Texas at a sand and
gravel mine. I was walking with a supervisor looking at some maintenance
issues along a ditch, when he yelled “LOOK OUT A GATOR!” and I tried to
scramble out of the ditch and fell. Turns out it was just a baby, maybe 2 feet
long, and he was just yanking my chain. Good times.
Who is your favorite Professor and why?
Dr. Hugh Miller is my favorite professor hands down. He is excellent at facilitating learning, and also is by far the most invested in helping students out
of any faculty I have met. He is a great mentor and is selfless when it comes
guiding mining engineering students into future success.
What has been your favorite memory of E-days?
My favorite memory of E-Days is fighting one of my roommates with those
huge boxing gloves in the blowup ring during the carnival. He does muay thai
and other fighting type training so naturally I got taken out immediately but
that is probably the most fun I’ve had during E-Days.
What will you miss most about Mines and why?
I will miss the friends I’ve made during the time I’ve spent here. We have a
lot of fun hanging out together, whether it’s in the lab doing homework and
goofing off or going downtown and having a good time. I’ll make new friends
wherever I go after graduation but everyone I know here will be sorely missed.
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What has been your favorite memory of E-days?
My favorite memory has been the moment when our cardboard sank in the race. E-Days 2015, I came together with
friends from all different majors to build a cardboard for the
race. Our teamwork was great although our ship sank. For a
change, instead of being the spectator, it was nice to actually
be part of the game. I felt more as part of E-days when I was
participating in the race than the years when I was just a spectator of all of our E-Days activities.
What will you miss most about Mines and why?
I will miss the people of Mines the most. Throughout my
undergraduate years, I have had the privilege to meet people
of diverse background who carry equal enthusiasm and good
spirit throughout stressful times. Being in Mines had opened
my mind to more perspectives, especially through the McBride program and the daily interaction with people. International day is probably the day that would miss the most about
Mines. It is a day when everyone proudly wears their traditional clothes and share their culture and food with others.

What clubs and activities are you currently involved in?
Currently, I am the secretary for the International Student Council. We serve
the International community as well as the whole of Mines community. I
am also an active member of Society of Petroleum Engineers (SPE) and held
Director position in Fall 2016. This society is the core of Petroleum Engineering
department, where we provide medium for students to connect with industry
professionals. I have been part of the McBride Honors Program for the past
three years. Through this program, I have volunteered as an English tutor for
non-native speakers in Malaysia, as well as serving as a Writing Fellow. I am
also an active member of the Alpha Phi Omega. I am an active member of the
Malaysian Student Association.
What is your best job experience or internship story you have?
Last summer, I was working as a researcher in one of the laboratories in
Petroleum Engineering department. At that time, we received a new, expensive instrument in the lab on which only three people were trained. Soon, all
three students graduated and left me alone as the only person who knew
how to operate the instrument. Due to the knowledge gained along the way, I
second-authored a paper that has been submitted to the Geophysical International Journal. I also presented some of the research in the Annual Geological
Society of America Conference and Exhibition in September 2016.
Who is your favorite Professor and why?
My favorite professor is Dr. Manika Prasad from the Petroleum Engineering
department. She is the director of OCLAASH center research group and the
Center for Rock Abuse. First and foremost, she is an excellent teacher. Her
approach to teaching is very considerate of students and she understood the
students’ need very well. Secondly, Dr. Prasad is one of just a few female professors in the Petroleum Engineering department. As a female engineer, I take
her lead as an example of how female engineers can thrive in the field, with an
open mind. Last but not least, Dr. Prasad is the reason I came acrossmany opportunities. With an experienced professor like her looking over my shoulder, I
feel the constant support that is always available to me.

What advice would you give to future or current Mines students?
As a Petroleum Engineering student who is getting prepared
to face an unattractive state of the oil and gas industry, I realize that it is crucial that we have an open mind. With an open
mind, we will not limit our opportunities or choices. Therefore,
do not limit yourself to the typical path. If the industry state is
not in your favor, take the initiative to explore new options on
your own. One thing that Mines has taught us is our problem
solving skills. With that, we are capable of surviving in any
situation.
What has been your biggest accomplishment at this school
and why?
Recently, I won first place in the SPE Rocky Mountain North
America Regional Student paper Contest. I will be presenting
in the International Student Paper Contest during Annual
Technical Conference and Exhibition. I consider this my greatest achievement, as it was not just my achievement, but one
earned for the whole Petroleum Engineering department and
Mines.
What are you most excited to do after graduation?
I am most excited about the new life after graduation. Ever
since elementary school, we have all been trained very well to
be a good student. Leading the life of a full time worker will
be interesting, with new lifestyle and responsibilities, the socalled adult life. I am planning to work with the multinational
oil and gas company in Malaysia known as Petroliam National
Berhad (PETRONAS).
Where do you see yourself in 10 years?
In 10 years, I would like to see myself as someone significant in
a major project of the company (PETRONAS). By then, I would
like to have gained as much education as possible through
postgraduate studies focusing in the field that most interests
me. I can see myself working hard, but enjoying my career and
life at the same time. I see myself travelling around the world,
as I have always loved travelling.
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2016. Today, I ask myself, “What were you thinking?!” because
the amount of work and planning that goes into organizing
the largest cardboard boat race in history of Mines is beyond
comprehension. After months of emailing teams, recruiting
volunteers, judges, reserving hundreds of helmets and life
vests and advertising, seeing that race run smoothly and the
joy in everyone’s faces as they raced down Clear Creek, I knew
it was all worth it. That was probably my favorite day of the
year 2016 because I was able to see all the work I put into
something like that bear fruit.
What will you miss most about Mines and why?
I will miss the sense of community I feel here. Mines is a relatively small school and almost everyone here enjoys science
and engineering. I feel that the Mines community is more
tightly knit than most other college communities. The tough
academic environment adds a sort of “we’re all in this together”
type of feeling. I respect the ambition and drive of those that
surround me and it is what has kept me focused and driven
throughout my undergraduate years.

What clubs and activities are you currently involved in?
On campus, I currently serve as the president of the Society of Student Geophysicists. I also serve as the International Student Council Program Coordinator to promote an environment of diversity and inclusion and encourage
others to learn from different cultures. I am an active member of two Engineering Honor societies, Blue Key and Tau Beta Pi. I am also honored to be a
Community Assistant (CA) at Mines Park Apartments where I provide leadership and promote an inclusive, safe and academically conducive environment;
this allows me to positively impact residents so that they can feel loved and
cared for at Mines.
What is your best job experience or internship story you have?
This past Fall semester, I got a job with the Humanitarian Engineering Program
to help design a mobile training unit to promote a cleaner, safer, and more
sustainable artisanal mining based livelihoods in Peru and Bolivia. I was very
excited to be able to think outside the box, learn about a new field which
I had not been previously exposed to and to use my Spanish to communicate with project partners in Peru. After only two months of working in this
project, I was surprised to find out that I had been invited to lead a workshop
in Lima, Peru with all the project partners. This was a very exciting and unique
opportunity for me, so I accepted and travelled to Peru during Finals Week to
lead a workshop with about 30 project partners to reach a consensus among
all stakeholders.
Who is your favorite Professor and why?
My favorite professor is Dr. Lucena from the Humanitarian Engineering Program because passion radiates from him when he talks about how engineers
are made for more than just the technical aspects. He opened my eyes to
realize that engineers don’t work in a vacuum but rather in a socio-political
and cultural dimension that we must engage in and learn to work with those
we intend to help instead of working for them.
What has been your favorite memory of E-days?
My favorite memory of E-days is by far the E-days Cardboard Boat Race of
Spring 2016. I had so much fun building a cardboard boat for the Cardboard
Boat Race of 2015, that I volunteered to organize the Cardboard Boat Race of

What advice would you give to future or current Mines students?
Don’t be afraid to say yes. Many people fear failure or see it as
something negative but it is important, or even essential, to
see it as an opportunity to learn, to become better and that is
why you should say yes to whatever opportunity comes your
way. Even if you are not quite sure how you are going to make
it or what you will be doing, opportunities like that will teach
you what you can’t learn in a classroom.
What has been your biggest accomplishment at this school
and why?
My biggest accomplishment at Mines has been winning the
Mines Innovation Challenge 2016 sponsored by Newmont Mining Corporation where I collaborated with a team of three other women to generate an innovative product that addressed
a socio-environmental issue the mining industry is currently
facing. It has been one year since then and we are continuing
development of a wearable, user-friendly, and cost-effective
dust-monitoring device.
What are you most excited to do after graduation?
I am most excited to join the workforce and contribute through
my out of the box thinking, perseverance, strong work ethic
and desire to make the world a better place. Engineering is
important because engineers are the ones who will ultimately
change our world for the better. I have come to understand
that engineers look at problems, such as the ones most third
world countries face, and turn them into challenges. My mother, a good Catholic industrial engineer with very strong values,
has always emphasized that not everyone is fortunate enough
to receive a higher education and become an engineer and
those who can must use our skills to help other. The opportunity to study engineering in a top school has been given to me a
responsibility to use my skills for the benefit of humanity. I am
most excited to make my mom proud and help others through
my engineering degree.
Where do you see yourself in 10 years?
In 10 years, I would be delighted to be a Geophysics consultant
in Bolivia, a wife and mother. Although Geophysical Engineering is my dream, it is second to my vocation of becoming a wife
and mother and raising my own family to love others, to be
kind, have their own accomplishments and help the world in
their own way.
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put his heart and soul into our department, and he taught
more than just geophysics, he taught us to love what we do
and to do everything out of love.
What has been your favorite memory of E-days?
My favorite memory from E-Days was organizing the Cardboard Boat Race last year. Being able to put my energy and
effort into making E-Days as incredible as it is was, was a very
rewarding experience for me. I enjoyed being able to see the
excitement in our volunteers, and in all of the teams as they
prepared for the moment of truth, would their boat float
today? While I was ready for chaos, the event ran smoothly
and I got to enjoy the fruits of my hard work: Mines students
enjoying themselves and having put on the largest CBBR in
Mines History!
What will you miss most about Mines and why?
I will very much miss the small community at Mines, knowing
everyone and everyone knowing me by name. Seeing the
same students in different clubs and events, and having so
much in common with so many students. In this way, I will
miss always feeling at home.

What clubs and activities are you currently involved in?
It is my second year working as a Resident Assistant (RA) at Mines. I am the
President of the International Student Council, which is a governing body on
campus dedicated to serving our international community. I currently hold
the position of Media Director for the Tau Beta Pi Engineering Honor Society
and was the co-chair of the largest E-Days Cardboard Boat Race in history of
Mines. I was the Vice-President of Programming for the Society of Women in
Geophysics. I am currently developing a wearable dust monitor to be used
at or near mining sites with three two more students. I am also working as
a Research Assistant for an Artisanal and Small-Scale Gold Mining (ASGM)
Project that aims to explore the efficacy of mobile training units as a pathway
to cleaner, safer, and more sustainable ASGM in Peru and Bolivia. I am also a
member in the SWE and an active member of the Society of Student Geophysicists and the Blue Key Honor Society.
What is your best job experience or internship story you have?
After my team, Airband, an interdisciplinary all-women team, received the top
prize of $20,000 in the Colorado School of Mines Mining Innovation Challenge
sponsored by Newmont Mining, real work began. As a student minoring in
Humanitarian Engineering, I knew that our technology could not progress if
we did not involve our clients in the decision-making process. The invention
we had pitched to the panel of judges was a wearable air-quality monitor that
utilized special sensors to detect the levels and presence of hazardous air pollutants, however, we had little field experience to validate our design. I carried
out community-based research in my home country, Bolivia.
Who is your favorite Professor and why?
Dr. Terry Young is my all-time favorite professor. Until last year, he used to also
be the Head of the Geophysics Department. Terry was a very down to earth
and simple man, who cared very deeply about each and every one of his
students.
One of my favorite memories with Terry is seeing him and his wife support me
at a fundraising banquet that I had invited them to. It was evident that Terry

What advice would you give to future or current Mines students?
Whenever you feel like you can’t keep up with your homework
or activities, don’t give up because you can. Know that the
community at Mines is extremely supportive, and you’re NOT
alone in this. There are over a million opportunities waiting for
you at Mines, so don’t be afraid to say YES to what Mines has
in store for you. While we all know that this is not the typical
college experience, be assured that this is much better than
that and you will gain and learn so much from Mines. So take
in a deep breath and ENJOY the ride!
What has been your biggest accomplishment at this school
and why?
My biggest accomplishment is being interviewed on stage
during the Forbes Forum Powerful Women Leadership 3.0
in Panama last August. I was featured, along with my sister,
under the title: Power of the Millennials, Latin women that
succeed in the U.S. This accomplishment was the accumulation of all my accomplishments at Mines, and made me realize
that by simple testimony of my experience, I can empower
others.
Another accomplishment that I consider grand is being an
RA for two years because I was given the opportunity to help
other students. This experience definitely proved the most
difficult but most rewarding to me.
Where do you see yourself in 10 years?
After working for a couple of years and gaining experience,
I plan to get a PhD in whatever I feel most passionate and
invested in at the moment. I then plan to use my knowledge
in geophysics to give back to my country, Bolivia.
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What will you miss most about Mines and why?
What drew me to (and kept me at) Mines was the sense of
community that is imbued by the students, faculty, and staff.
The small student body population, traditions like E-Days and
the M-Climb, and common interest in STEM all contribute to
unique fellowship and camaraderie felt on campus. I can’t
even start to describe how much I’ll miss the friends I’ve bonded with over these things over the past four years (and going
to CoorsLab with them).
What advice would you give to future or current Mines students?
GET INVOLVED! I’ve been asked this question a lot as a student
ambassador, and I have never really changed my answer.
Join organizations on campus, get to know your professors,
and always try and help where needed. Not only will you get
self-satisfaction and be a happier person, but you will be contributing to what makes Mines great and creating a positive
community for other students!
What has been your biggest accomplishment at this school
and why?
The past year and a half has been a whirlwind of accomplishments for me. Junior year I finally made the leap to really put
myself out there and take on leadership positions and get really involved on campus. During that time, I landed my dream
internship with the help and support of peers and faculty, was
elected into several of my organization positions, and even
won Homecoming Queen.

What clubs and activities are you currently involved in?
I’m currently the President of the American Society of Civil Engineers, Vice
President of the Board of Student Organizations, Vice President of Order of
Omega (Greek Honor Society), a member of Alpha Phi Sorority, a Student
Ambassador, and founder of the Civil and Environmental Engineering Society.
I’m also an E-Days Committee member for Field Day!

What are you most excited to do after graduation?
My best friend and I have been planning to do a large portion
of the Pacific Crest Trail (~2000 miles) after graduation for the
past two years. We will start our trip the week after we graduate and will be on the trail until mid-September!

What is your best job experience or internship story you have?
*O0DUPCFS *XBTPòFSFENZESFBNDPPQFOHJOFFSJOHJOUFSOTIJQFYperience with the Walt Disney Company for the spring semester of 2016. The
whole 5 months I spent in Florida was an absolute blast, but a two highlights
included the nightshifts I worked (where I got to see the hidden sights of what
goes on in the parks after the guests leave), and the behind the scenes tours
(explaining the engineering and design) I got of iconic rides like the Tower of
Terror.

Where do you see yourself in 10 years?
In 10 years I hope to have my PE and be transitioning (or
transitioned) from the technical side of engineering to the
management side… Maybe I’ll go back to school and get my
MBa or switch career paths entirely and try and get into HR.
Maybe have my first kid? I honestly have no idea! But I did just
sign on with my #1 choice company to work for in Minneapolis, MN and am looking forward to seeing what opportunities
I’ll have with them.

Who is your favorite Professor and why?
It’s hard for me to pick a ‘favorite’ (especially in the Civil Department) because
almost all of my professors have been equally great at their teaching jobs and
have also supported me in extracurricular activities. However, there is one
professor that has continually gone above and beyond for me (and his other
students); Jeff Holley. I met professor Holley the summer after my sophomore
year in field session, and he hasn’t been able to get rid of me since. I’ve had
him for classes, as my faculty advisor for ASCE, and as a mentor for career and
general life advice. I definitely wouldn’t have made it through the past two
years without him!
What has been your favorite memory of E-days?
The Ore Cart Pull has always been my favorite activity and holds my favorite
memories from E-Days. Last year I got to ride in the ore cart for a little bit and
it was absolutely terrifying!
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What advice would you give to future or current Mines students?
Do not get discouraged when class gets tough. Everyone goes
through a time at mines where they may feel overwhelmed
with how demanding classes can be. Try your best to stay
calm and push through it. It may be difficult but you will feel
very rewarded once you’ve made it through. Also, never be
afraid to reach out to friends, family, or faculty for help. A lot
of people seem to have trouble asking help from others, but it
is important to know that there is no shame in asking for help
and it will help you gain experience for working with others in
the industry when you graduate.
What has been your biggest accomplishment at this school
and why?
I would say the biggest accomplishment I have made at Mines
is maintaining a high enough GPA to receive Summa Cum
Laude honors at commencement. This may seem a bit vague
since it’s an accomplishment that spans my entire career at
Mines, but I am proud and blessed to have achieved high
enough grades to receive this honor upon graduation.
What are you most excited to do after graduation?
I am excited to get a job as a software developer. I have
enjoyed programming since I was 12 years old, and it will be
great to get paid to do something that I love and start paying
off my student loans.

What clubs and activities are you currently involved in?
I am an officer of the E-Sports club and host a weekly Super Smash Bros. for
Wii U tournament on campus.
What is your best job experience or internship story you have?
After working with Woodridge Software for a few months, we had a team
building exercise where we went go kart racing at Unser Racing. It was fun to
bond with everyone in the office and then enjoy some food and drinks after
completing some projects we had been working on for a while.
Who is your favorite Professor and why?
Terry Bridgman is a professor I had for Calc II, Calc III, and Introduction to Analysis. I really enjoy him as a professor because he explains the material well and
keeps class engaging. He gets to know students and demonstrates genuine
care for our success. I talked to him recently after not having him in class for
over a year and he still remembered what I was doing and we chatted for a bit.
He is the type of professor who makes learning fun and is very encouraging
and challenges students to do their best.
What has been your favorite memory of E-days?
The ore-cart pull in 2016 was definitely memorable, because it was the first
time I went and it was really cool to see all the other students participate and
have a good time marching to the capital with friends on a nice day.
What will you miss most about Mines and why?
I will miss seeing my friends and faculty every day. The staff in my department
(Computer Science) are all very friendly and I’ve gotten to know a few of
them pretty well, and it will be sad to leave them. I will also just miss learning
about a variety of topics in computing. There were a number of electives I
would have liked to take but that I didn’t either due to scheduling conflicts or
choosing other classes over them. I very much enjoy learning in a classroom
environment and I will miss that when I graduate.

Where do you see yourself in 10 years?
In 10 years, I hope that I will have a solid history of work experience that gives me the freedom to be considered for jobs
at more places than will be available immediately following
graduation. I hope that I will have a home with my future wife
and will still be doing a job I love every day.
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What will you miss most about Mines and why?
The setting. Colorado is beautiful and Golden is certainly no
exception. Everywhere I look I am reminded of how fortunate
I am to attend such a great institution with wonderful people
in such a breath-taking place.
What advice would you give to future or current Mines students?
Live it out and go for it. No one is going to remember your
mistakes 10 years from now, but they might remember the
impact you made and the successes you enjoyed. Be as active
and as involved as you think you can be. Make connections
and keep them. Take away as much as you can from here but
always leave something to come back to whenever you want.
You will always be welcomed back here.
What has been your biggest accomplishment at this school
and why?
Live it out and go for it. No one is going to remember your
mistakes 10 years from now, but they might remember the
impact you made and the successes you enjoyed. Be as active
and as involved as you think you can be. Make connections
and keep them. Take away as much as you can from here but
always leave something to come back to whenever you want.
You will always be welcomed back here.

What clubs and activities are you currently involved in?
Blue Key Honor Society, Civil and Environmental Engineering Honor Society,
Phillips 66 SHIELD Scholars Program, Harvey Scholars Program, and learning
Nepali with H4H and Sherpa House.
What is your best job experience or internship story you have?
Summer 2013 – I had an internship experience with Anadarko Petroleum
Corporation here in Denver, CO over the summer with a great group of
people. I would always get heckled as I was going on “boondoogles” with the
internship program and would always have a good laugh with them. But the
best story that I still hang onto is one from a trip to the corporate office in The
Woodlands, TX. My “mentor” for a minute had forgotten I was from Puerto Rico
and we had this girl wearing some high-heeled pointed shoes. He asked her
if she was wearing her “PFC’s” that morning to impress the office. We asked
him what PFC’s were and he responded, “oh, Puertorican Fence Climbers…”.
Immediately after he said it, everyone looked at me wide-eyed and I burst out
laughing. He turned red upon realizing his mistake and didn’t stop apologizing for the rest of the day. Maybe it was one of those “you had to be there”
stories, but I’ll never forget it.
Who is your favorite Professor and why?
This is tough, there are some of the best professors in the CEEN department,
but I’ll have to narrow it down to two: Andres Guerra (CEEN) and Kamini
Singha (who is actually in GEGN). Both are enthusiastic about teaching and
helping students. They take the time to show that they care with a smile and
will help you work through anything big or small.
What has been your favorite memory of E-days?
Every year it has to be the fireworks. We are loud and proud engineers. What
better way to show it than with a one-of- a-kind fireworks show for the campus and all who want to take a look.

What are you most excited to do after graduation?
Travel! I’m planning on going to Nepal and Guatemala this
summer and can’t wait to add to my list of cultural experiences. I’ll also be excited to spend some time with my family from
Puerto Rico right after graduation whom I haven’t seen in 4+
years.
Where do you see yourself in 10 years?
I’ve recently realized that an ultimate goal of mine would be
UPHPCBDLIPNFUP$VMFCSB 13BOEEPDPBTUBMSFFGSFTUPration. I could envision myself being in the transition to there,
possibly starting up a firm or joining in with an established
local one, but either way somehow I’d hope to be finding my
way back home to help in some format in 10 years.
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A special thank you…
MAC would like to extend a special thank you to all the students who give their
time and energy to planning E-Days every year. These students serve on
committees starting in November and meet regularly to put on all the events that
happen throughout the weekend. We could not make this event happen without
them! Thank you!
Sincerely,
Mines Activities Council
Brandon Kula
Becky Reeve
Satvik Saini
Taishiro Okazaki
Hannah Peterson
Lorena Tello
Adam Kinard
Halle Nicholas
Chris Cleveland
Parker Steen
Matthew Balderston
Nyomi Martinez
Alber Lima
Elise Tran
Ben Jasinski
Laney Marsh
Gillian Storey
Abigail Eustace
Alyssa Hodgin
Jacque Daves
Moira Laughlin
Matt Copley
Eric Wilde
Reilly Greer
Rebecca Dinkel
Brian Froechtenight

Chelsea Gibas
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